
Conclusion 
Based on the data obtained in this study, the Thermo Scientific Gallery Plus Beermaster analyzer has 

been shown to provide comparable performance and faster results when compared to established 

methods in the measurement of bitterness. The low reagent and water volumes required for analysis by 

the automated method not only reduce reagent costs but also reduce the amount of waste produced, 

thereby providing analysis with low environmental impact.  

In the Gallery Plus Beermaster analyzer multiple methods with different calibrations are easy to set-up 

e.g. SO2, FAN, pH, color, polyphenol and beta-glucan from beer or wort samples. In addition many water 

quality parameters can be measured using the same analyzer. Flexible software allows also a calibrator 

factor to be used. 
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Reference 
1.Iso-octane extraction - Bitterness from beer and wort. European Brewery Convention (EBC) 9.8.  

Overview 
A novel approach for bitterness analysis based on a fully automated method was developed. A system 

capable of producing fast and reliable results from several analytes by combining automated colorimetric 

detection and solid phase extraction techniques was used in a environmental friendly method developed 

to automate this beer quality parameter. In this study a comparison of bitterness measurement from beer 

and wort samples between this automated method and the iso-octane extraction method is presented. 

Introduction 
Bitterness in beer is imparted from the use of hops and is one of the chief components in flavor quality. 

Isohumulones extracted out of the hop cones during brewing provide this bitter flavor and are usually 

measured in International Bitterness Units (IBU). The final IBU of the product is a result of both the 

amount and type of hops used during the brewing process as well as when the hops are added. 

Additionally, the type and amount of malt used in beers affects the flavor and can alter its apparent 

bitterness. In order to maintain consistency in quality, bitterness needs to be tightly monitored and 

controlled. While different types of beer tend to have different IBU values, these values typically range 

from 0 to 100. The general method for analysis is to extract the beer samples into isooctane and 

measure the peak height at 275 nm.1 

In this work the bitterness analysis is fully automated with an automated discrete photometric analyzer. 

Acidified beer/wort is run through a solid phase extraction column that binds bittering compounds. Bound 

material is eluted and eluent is measured at 275 nm. This new bitterness measurement method uses 

environmentally safe reagents without the requirement to use harmful iso-octane in routine analysis. The 

analyzer is very straightforward to use and requires minimal training or skills to run and maintain. 
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Results 
Tables 3 and 4 summarize the mean and precision data for analyses of wort and beer samples using the 

Beermaster as compared to the reference methods. 

Samples 

Ten small pack beer samples and ten worts were analyzed in duplicate using the Beermaster and 

reference methods for Bitterness. 

The worts (Table 1) were frozen prior to analysis to ensure product stability. They were gently defrosted 

overnight at room temperature and then centrifuged at 3,600 rpm for 5 minutes to remove any cold trub 

that had formed upon freezing. Ten small pack beers with alcohol content ranging from 0.5 to 9% (Table 

2), and covering a range of color values were analyzed in duplicate. All the beers were degassed by 

leaving them overnight on the bench in a conical flask. 

Materials and Methods 

Methods 

Manual iso-octane method was modified from the official EBC method: 2 mL sample, 0.1 mL 6 M HCl 

and 4 mL iso-octane were pipetted in a 20 mL Erlenmayer flask. The flask was put on a horizontal shaker 

for 30 minutes at 250 rpm. After shaking the iso-octane was poured directly from the flask to the cuvette. 

substances are bounded and the matrix is washed out. Next, the analytes are released from the column 

by aspirating eluent, which is automatically pipetted to the measuring cuvette within the analyzer and 

absorbance at 275 nm is read. After elution, the column is flushed twice with eluent to clean the column 

completely. For the measurements three replicates were made of each sample. 

The Gallery Plus Beermaster analyzer can determine bitterness and simultaneously do other colorimetric 

determinations (e.g. SO2, FAN, pH, color, polyphenol and beta-glucan) from beer or wort samples. In 

addition many water quality parameters can be measured using the same analyzer. 

Bitterness calibration was performed using samples with known bitterness values. Colorimetric methods 

were calibrated with either a water based standard solution or samples with known values.  

Instruments 
For the automated method, a Thermo Scientific™ 

Gallery™ Plus Beermaster, a discrete photometric 

analyzer dedicated for beer and wort analysis was 

used. Methods are fully automated using bar-coded 

traceable system reagents. The reagents are 

ready-to-use. A SPE column is integrated into the 

analyzer. 

In the automated bitterness method, a degassed 

and acidified sample is inserted to the analyzer, 

aspirated to the SPE column where the bittering  

Table 2. Beers used in this study Table 1. Worts used in this study 

Table 4. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different beer samples 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a reference 

method between February 2013 and July 2013. 

Table 3. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different wort samples 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 


